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Abstract
An operation on strings, called flat splicing was introduced, inspired by a splic-
ing operation on circular strings considered in the study of modelling of the
recombinant behaviour of DNA molecules. A simple kind of flat splicing, called
alphabetic flat splicing, allows insertion of a word with a specified start symbol
and/or a specified end symbol, between two pre-determined symbols in a given
word. In this work, we consider a P system with only alphabetic flat splicing
rules as the evolution rules and strings of symbols as objects in its regions. We
examine the language generative power of the resulting alphabetic flat splicing
P systems (AFS P systems, for short). In particular, we show that AFS P
systems with two membranes are more powerful in generative power than AFS
P systems with a single membrane. We also construct AFS P systems with at
most three membranes to generate languages that do not belong to certain other
language classes and show an application to generation of chain code pictures.
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Ever since the new computability model based on membrane structure with
a generic name of P system was introduced by Pa˘un [25, 26], several theo-
retical as well as application-oriented P system models have been introduced
with different motivations and investigated extensively, in the area of mem-
brane computing [28, 36]. As a language generating mechanism, P system has
been investigated initially in [24], introducing the notion of rewriting P systems
and proving universality for rewriting P systems with three membranes that
use a priority relation among the context-free rewriting rules. Such a system
involves symbolic computation with structured strings as objects and the evo-
lution rules could be rewriting rules as in formal language theory [29] or other
kinds of string transformation rules as for example, contextual rules [23].
From the seminal definition of rewriting P systems by Pa˘un [24], many
other different kinds of rewriting P systems with several additional features
and/or variants have been introduced. In [2], string rewriting P systems with
different parallel methods of rewriting were considered and the computational
power was analyzed. String rewriting P systems with communication between
regions taking place by the use of query symbols were considered in [5] and
computational completeness was established. Three variants of rewriting P
systems were studied in [8] by considering leftmost rewriting, use of permitting
and forbidding conditions.
Language generation power of rewriting P systems has also been investi-
gated. In [9], rewriting P systems with membranes of variable thickness were
considered and using such a P system with only four membranes, a characteriza-
tion of recursively enumerable languages is obtained. In [14], a hybrid variety of
language generating P systems that make use of both context-free and context-
adjoining rules, is dealt with while in [15], the generative power of P systems
with string-objects and contextual rules was investigated. In [21], a variant
of rewriting P systems with global rules was considered besides improving the
universality result in [24] by reducing the number of membranes to two while
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in [22], P systems with partially parallel rewriting were considered and it was
shown that such systems with six membranes generate recursively enumerable
languages. Language generation using replicated rewriting P systems is consid-
ered in [16, 17]. In the recent past, language generation has been considered
in the context of other kinds of P systems [13, 32, 33, 34, 35] such as spiking
neural P systems and numerical P systems.
On the other hand, related to the operation of splicing introduced by Head
[11, 12] in the area of DNA computing and extensively investigated [27], subse-
quently, Berstel et al. [1] introduced an operation on strings called flat splicing.
This operation is done by “cutting” a string x = uαβv between α and β and
inserting in x, a string y = γwδ between α and β as directed by a flat splicing
rule of the form (α|γ− δ|β), thus yielding a word uαγwδβv. A flat splicing rule
is called alphabetic, when α, β, γ, δ are letters of an alphabet or the empty word.
In this work, we consider a variant of language generating P systems with
strings as objects and a simple kind of evolution rules, namely, alphabetic flat
splicing rules in the regions of the P systems and examine the language gener-
ative power of the resulting P systems. We show that alphabetic flat splicing
P systems (AFS P systems, for short) with two membranes are more power-
ful than AFS P systems with a single membrane. We also construct AFS P
systems with two membranes to generate languages not in the language classes
generated by flat splicing systems with a finite number of initial words, pure
context-free grammars and regular grammars. On the other hand, we show that
an AFS P system with three membranes generates a context-sensitive language
which is not context-free.
A chain code picture (also called line picture) is made of unit lines in the
two-dimensional grid and is encoded by words over the alphabet {l, r, u, d} with
the symbols l, r, u, d respectively interpreted as instructions to draw a horizontal
or vertical unit line to the left, right, up or down directions from the current
position in the chain code picture. Chain code picture grammars generating
chain code pictures are known [18] as early as 1982 while recently, chain code
picture grammars were linked with P systems [3, 31]. Here as an application,
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we construct an AFS P system to generate a language of chain code pictures
describing “double stairs”.
2. Preliminaries
For notions and results related to formal languages, we refer to [29] and to
[25, 28] for P systems.
A word (also called a string) w is a finite sequence of symbols belonging to
an alphabet V , which is a finite and nonempty set of symbols. We denote by
V ∗, the set of all words over V . The set V ∗ includes the empty word λ and we
write V + = V ∗ − {λ}. The length |w| of a word w is the number of symbols in
w counting repetitions.
We denote by CSL, CFL, LIN , REG respectively, the families of lan-
guages generated by context-sensitive, context-free, linear or regular Chomsky
grammars [29]. The family of finite languages is denoted by FIN .
We now recall the operation of flat splicing on words [1]. A flat splicing
rule r is of the form (α|γ − δ|β), where α, β, γ, δ are words over an alphabet
V . The words α, β, γ, δ are called the handles of the rule. When all the four
handles of the rule r are symbols in V or the empty word, then the flat splicing
rule r is called alphabetic. For two words x = uαβv, y = γwδ, u, v, w ∈ V ∗,
an application of the flat splicing rule r = (α|γ − δ|β) to the pair (x, y) yields
the word z = uαγwδβv and we write (x, y) `r z. Informally expressed, an
application of the rule r inserts the second word y between α and β in the first
word x yielding the word z.
A flat splicing system (FSS) [1] is a triple S = (Σ, I, R), where Σ is an
alphabet, I is an initial set of words over Σ and R is a finite set of flat splicing
rules. The FSS S is respectively called finite, regular or context-free according
as I is a finite set, a regular set or a context-free language. The language L
generated by S is the smallest language containing I and such that for any two
words u, v ∈ L and any rule r ∈ R, if the rule r is applicable to the pair (u, v)
and if the word w is obtained on applying the rule r to the pair (u, v), that is,
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if (u, v) `r w, then w is also in L. An alphabetic flat splicing system (AFSS)
has all the flat splicing rules alphabetic. The families of languages generated
by FSS and AFSS are respectively denoted by L(FSS,X) and L(AFSS,X)
for X = FIN,REG or CF according as the initial set is finite, regular or
context-free.
Alphabetic flat splicing rules and context-free initial sets are known [1] to
produce only context-free languages.
Theorem 2.1. [1] The language generated by an alphabetic flat splicing system
with context-free initial set is context-free.
We also recall here the notion of a pure context-free grammar [19] which
makes use of only one kind of symbols, namely terminal symbols and context-
free kind of rules.
Definition 1. [19] A pure context-free grammar is G = (Σ, P,Ω), where Σ is
a finite alphabet, Ω is a set of axiom words and P is a finite set of context-free
rules of the form a → α, a ∈ Σ, α ∈ Σ∗. Derivations are done as in a context-
free grammar except that unlike a context-free grammar, there is only one kind
of symbol, namely the terminal symbol. The language generated consists of all
words generated from each axiom word. The family of languages generated by
pure context-free grammars is denoted by PCF .
For example, the pure context-free grammar G = ({a, b, c, d, e}, {e→ caebd},
{caebd}) generates the language {(ca)ne(bd)n | n ≥ 1}.
3. Flat splicing P systems
We now introduce language generating P systems with internal output com-
puting languages of structured strings. The regions of P systems considered can
have only alphabetic flat splicing rules.
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Definition 2. A language generating P system of degree m ≥ 1, with alphabetic
flat splicing rules, (AFSPm) is
Π = (V, µ, F1, · · · , Fm, R1, · · · , Rm, io),
where
(i) V is an alphabet of the system;
(ii) µ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes labelled in a one-
to-one way with 1, · · · ,m;
(iii) F1, · · · , Fm are initial finite subsets of V ∗ associated with the m regions
of µ;
(iv) R1, · · · , Rm are finite sets of alphabetic flat splicing rules associated with
the m regions of µ and the alphabetic flat splicing rules have attached
targets here, out, in (in general, here is omitted);
(v) io is the label of the output membrane of µ.
A computation in an AFSPm is defined in a way similar to a string rewriting
P system [24, 25]. A computation starts from an initial configuration defined
by the membrane structure with the initial words, if any, in the m regions.
The rules in a region are used in a nondeterministic maximally parallel manner,
which means that the strings to evolve and the rules to be applied to them are
chosen in a nondeterministic manner, but all strings in all the regions which can
evolve at a given step should do it. On the other hand, the application of an
alphabetic flat splicing rule to a pair of strings in a region, is sequential in the
sense only one rule is applied to a pair of strings, resulting in an evolved string
which is placed in the region indicated by the target associated with the rule
used. As usual the target here means that the evolved string remains in the same
region, out means that the evolved string exits the current membrane, (thus, if
the rule was applied in the skin membrane, then it can exit the system such that
strings leaving the system are “lost” in the environment), and in means that
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the string is sent to one of the directly lower membranes, nondeterministically
chosen if there exist several of them (thus, if no internal membrane exists, then
a rule with the target indication in cannot be used). Note that in a region, if a
flat splicing rule with target in or out is applied to a pair of strings (x, y), then x
transforms into the string z, which is sent out of the region into an inner region
or an outer region. Also note that a string passes through the membranes as a
unique entity as in a rewriting P system [24].
A computation is successful only if it stops reaching a configuration where no
rule can be applied to the existing strings. The result of a halting computation
consists of strings in the output membrane in the halting configuration. The set
of all such strings computed (also called generated) by the system Π is denoted
by L(Π).
The family of all languages L(Π) generated by systems Π as above, with at
most m membranes, is denoted by L(AFSPm).
We give an example to illustrate AFSP2 and its work.
Example 3.1. Consider the AFSP2
Π1 = ({x, y, a, b, c, d}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, {axb, ca}, {bd, ybd}, R1, R2, 2),
where R1 consists of the alphabetic flat splicing rule r1, while R2 consists of the
alphabetic flat splicing rules r2, r3, where
r1 = (a|c− a|x), in; r2 = (x|b− d|b), out; r3 = (x|y − d|b).
Computation in Π1 takes place as follows: The region 1 has axiom strings
axb, ca and the rule r1 with target indication in, is applicable to the pair (axb, ca),
which transforms axb into acaxb and sends it to region 2 while at the same time
no string can evolve in region 2 although it has the strings bd, ybd initially,
as no rule is applicable to any pair in this region. Once the string acaxb ar-
rives in region 2, if the rule r2 with target indication out is applied to the pair
(acaxb, bd) then the string acaxb is transformed into the string acaxbdb and
sent back to region 1. The process can be repeated and at any moment strings
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of the form a(ca)p−1x(bd)p−1b, p ≥ 2 evolve in the region 2 and go to region 1.
But when the string a(ca)px(bd)p−1b, p ≥ 2 arrives in region 2, if the rule r3
(with target indication here) is applied to the pair (a(ca)px(bd)p−1b, ybd) then
this yields the string a(ca)pxy(bd)pb, p ≥ 1 which remains in region 2 itself.
The computation reaches a halting configuration and the string a(ca)pxy(bd)pb
is collected in the output region 2, thus generating the context-free language
{bd, ybd} ∪ {a(ca)pxy(bd)pb | p ≥ 1}. Note that bd, ybd are axiom strings in
region 2, which are also collected in the language.
We now examine the generative power of the alphabetic flat splicing P sys-
tem.
Theorem 3.1. L(AFSP1) ⊂ L(AFSP2).
Proof. The inclusion is by definition. In order to prove the proper inclu-
sion, consider the language L1 = {c} ∪ {x(cad)ny | n ≥ 0} over the alphabet
{a, c, d, x, y}. The language L1 is generated by the AFSP2
Π2 = ({a, c, d, x, y}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, {xy, ad}, {c, xy}, R1, R2, 2),
where R1 consists of the alphabetic flat splicing rule r1, r2, while R2 consists of
the alphabetic flat splicing rules r3, r4, where
r1 = (x|a− d|y), in; r2 = (x|a− d|c), in; r3 = (x|c− λ|a), out; r4 = (x|λ− c|a).
In a computation of this system, initially, in region 1, the string xy trans-
forms into xady by the application of the rule r1 which “inserts” ad into xy.
Due to the target indication in of the rule r1, the string xady is sent to region
2 where it is transformed into xcady by the application of the rule r3. Due to
the target indication out of the rule r3, the string xcady is sent back to region
1. The process can be continued by repeated application of the rule r2 in region
1 and r3 in region 2, sending the generated string back and forth between re-
gions 1 and 2. At some stage when the string of the form xad(cad)n−1y, n ≥ 1
arrives in region 2, an application of the rule r4 generates a string of the form
x(cad)n, n ≥ 1 which remains in region 2 and the computation halts as no rule
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is applicable in any of the regions. Thus the language generated is L1. But L1
cannot be generated by any AFSP1. If we assume the contrary, we note that
the only membrane in AFSP1 can have only a finite number of initial words
(which are also in the language L1) and a finite number of alphabetic flat splic-
ing rules. Every word (other than c) in the language L1 has only one x and
one y. It can be seen that this property cannot be maintained in the generated
words and hence L1 /∈ L(AFSP1). 
Theorem 3.2. L(AFSP2)−L(FSS, FIN) 6= ∅. As a consequence L(AFSP2)−
L(AFSS, FIN) 6= ∅.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, the language L2 = {c} ∪ {x(cad)ny |
n ≥ 0} over the alphabet {a, c, d, x, y} was shown to be in L(AFSP2). But L2
cannot be in the family L(FSS, FIN). In fact if L2 can be generated by a flat
splicing system with a finite number of axioms, then the axioms which will also
belong to L2, should also be words with only one x in the beginning and one y
at the end, the only exception being the word c. But then the flat splicing rules
of the system will have to allow these axiom words to be inserted into other
axiom words and the process of such an insertion will have to continue with
the resulting words. This means that the property of having only one x in the
beginning and one y at the end, of the words in L2, cannot be maintained, as
the generated words will have more than one x and more than one y. Note that
insertion of the axiom word c into other words is not enough to generate the
words of the form x(cad)ny. Also, an alphabetic flat splicing system is a special
kind of FSS and hence L2 /∈ L(AFSS, FIN). 
Theorem 3.3. (i) L(AFSP2)−REG 6= ∅.
(ii) L(AFSP2)− PCF 6= ∅.
Proof. Consider the language L3 = {ca, cad} ∪ {(ca)n(db)n | n ≥ 1}.
Clearly this language is not regular [29]. It cannot also be generated by any
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pure context-free grammar [19] since no context-free kind of rule for any of the
letters a, b, c, d can generate an equal number of (ca)′s and (db)′s. But L3 can
be generated by the AFSP2 given by
({a, b, c, d}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, {cacabdb, db}, {ca, cad, cadb, cacadbdb}, R1, R2, 2),
where R1 consists of the alphabetic flat splicing rule r1 = (b|d−b|d), in; while R2
consists of the rules r2 = (a|c− a|b), out and r3 = (a|c− d|b). The computation
takes place as follows: While no rule is applicable to any pair of words in
region 2 initially, at the same time in region 1, application of rule r1 inserts db
between b and d in the word cacabdb generating the string cacabdbdb which is
then sent to region 2. Note at this moment only the word db remains in region
1 and so no rule is applicable. Now in region 2, if the rule r2 is applied to
the pair of words (cacabdbdb, ca) then cacacabdbdb is generated which is then
sent back to region 1. The process can be repeated. When a word of the form
(ca)n−1b(db)n−1, n ≥ 3 reaches region 2, if the rule r3 is applied on the pair
((ca)n−1b(db)n−1, cad), then the string generated is (ca)n(db)n, which remains
in region 2 with a halting computation. 
Theorem 3.4. L(AFSP3)− CF 6= ∅.
Proof. Consider the context-sensitive language L4 = {d, ed}∪{anbne(dc)n−1 |
n ≥ 2}, which is not context-free. The language L4 is generated by the following
AFSP3
({a, b, c, d, e}, [1 [2 [3 ]3 ]2 ]1, {a, abc}, {b, c}, {d, ed}, R1, R2, R3, 3),
where R1 consists of the alphabetic flat splicing rule r1 = (a|λ− a|b), in, while
R2 consists of the rules r2 = (b|b − λ|c), in and r4 = (b|c − λ|d), out and R3
consists of the rules r3 = (b|d− λ|c), out and r5 = (b|e− d|c). The computation
takes place as follows: Initially, application of the rule r1 in region 1 to the
pair (abc, a) inserts a into abc between a and b and the resulting word aabc
enters region 2. Here the application of the rule r2 to the pair (aabc, b) inserts b
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between b and c and the resulting word aabbc is sent to region 3. If rule r3 in this
region is applied to the pair (aabbc, d), then the resulting word aabbdc is sent
out to region 2, the only rule applicable is r4 to the pair (aabbdc, c) yielding the
word aabbcdc which is sent to region 1. The process can repeat. Note that by
the construction of the P system, when a rule is applicable to a pair of words in
a region, no other rule in any other region becomes applicable to any available
pair of words. In general when a word of the form anbnc(dc)n−2, n ≥ 2 reaches
region 3 and if the rule r5 is applied to the pair (a
nbnc(dc)n−2, ed), then the
computation halts and the generated word anbne(dc)n−1 remains in the output
membrane 3, which is included in the language of the system. 
4. Application to chain-code pictures
There are many applications of the P system models in the area of membrane
computing [4], in particular in the generation of digitized pictures in the two-
dimensional plane [30]. Description of pictures given by chain codes has been of
great interest and investigation [6, 7, 10, 18], in view of the fact that the chain-
code pictures in the two-dimensional plane are described by string grammars.
Recently, P systems for chain code picture languages have been proposed and
investigated [3, 31]. Here we illustrate, by an example, an application of flat
splicing P systems in generating chain code picture languages.
Figure 1: A chain code picture of double “stairs” of equal height
A chain code picture [18] p is composed of unit horizontal and vertical lines in
the two-dimensional plane and is described by words over the alphabet {l, r, u, d}
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with the symbols l, r, u, d respectively interpreted as instructions to draw a hor-
izontal or vertical unit line to the left, right, up or down directions from the
present position in the chain code picture. A chain code picture language is a
set of chain code pictures.
Consider the non-regular language Lc = {(ru)nrr(dr)nl | n ≥ 1}, whose
words correspond to chain code pictures of double “stairs” of equal height. For
n = 3, the chain code picture of the word (ru)3rr(dr)3l is shown in Fig. 1. Here
we give a flat splicing P system Πc with two membranes to generate the chain
code picture language Lc. The P system Πc is given by
Πc = {l, r, u, d}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, {ru, rr, rudrl}, {dr}, R1, R2, 2),
where R1 consists of the alphabetic flat splicing rules r1 = (u|r − u|d), in and
r3 = (u|r − r|d), in, while R2 consists of the rules r2 = (u|d − r|d), out. The
computation takes place as follows: Initially, application of the rule r1 in region
1 to the pair (rudrl, ru) inserts ru into rudrl between u and d and the resulting
word rurudrl enters region 2. Here the application of the rule r2 to the pair
(rurudrl, dr) inserts dr between u and d and the resulting word rurudrdrl is
sent back to region 1. The process can repeat. But in region 1, if the rule r3 is
applied to the pair (rurudrdrl, rr), then the resulting word rururrdrdrl is sent
into the region 2 and is collected in the language.
5. Conclusions and discussions
In this work, we have considered P systems of the language generating variety
making use of a simple kind of rule, namely, alphabetic flat splicing rules. We
have shown that alphabetic flat splicing P systems with two membranes are
more powerful in generative power than alphabetic flat splicing P systems with
a single membrane. We also proved that alphabetic flat splicing P systems with
at most three membranes generate languages that do not belong to certain other
language classes. Finally, an application of alphabetic flat splicing P systems to
generation of chain code pictures was given.
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One of the problems that can be explored is whether the number of mem-
branes in the stated results, especially in Theorem 3.4, could be reduced. Al-
though there is a strictly context-sensitive language (as shown in Theorem 3.4),
which can be generated by an AFS P system with three membranes, the posi-
tion in the Chomsky hierarchy of the language family of AFS P systems with
three membranes at the most, remains to be investigated. It will also be of
interest to examine whether the inclusion AFSPm ⊆ AFSPm+1 is proper or
not, for m ≥ 2.
The language generative power of alphabetic flat splicing P systems in com-
parison with Chomsky hierarchy has been investigated in section 3. It remains
open to explore whether alphabetic flat splicing P systems can generate any re-
cursively enumerable language. Moreover, in section 4, a simple picture, double
“stairs” of equal height has been generated. It will be interesting to examine
whether we can generate more complex pictures (such as chess board patterns)
by using alphabetic flat splicing P systems.
The main feature of an alphabetic flat splicing rule is to allow only insertion
of a word into another word in the context of certain symbols, which makes it
very restrictive. So it may be of interest to study the language generative power
of a hybrid variety of language generating P system having certain simple kinds
of rules such as the deletion rules of the form a → λ in addition to alphabetic
flat splicing rules. Along this direction, a language generating P system of the
hybrid variety with only regular or linear Chomsky type of rules along with
alphabetic flat splicing rules, is considered in [20] and such a P system with two
membranes generates a context-sensitive language.
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